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Context

➔ Elementary and secondary education in Brazil consists of twelve years of education for children aged from 6 to 18 years (grades 1 to 12).
➔ There are both public and private schools available, the private ones usually outperforming public ones regarding education quality [1, 2].
➔ Public and private compete with each other; when quality of public education increases, there is a decrease in the number of enrollments in private schools [1].
➔ There is also a large number of private schools sharing the market and competing with each other for students to survive.
Stakeholders

Understanding migration is useful for both government and private schools, because it may help them identify issues and potential areas of improvement.
Tasks

Task for schools

➔ Is there any particular grade in which migration is more intense (losing/gaining more students)?
➔ To which schools are their students going to/coming from?
➔ Is it possible to identify a pattern in the geographic location of the main competitor schools?

Task for government

➔ Are students migrating from public to private schools (or vice versa)?
➔ Which schools are gaining/losing more students per grade?
➔ Which grade is gaining/losing more students across schools?
Data and Task Abstraction

Dataset

➔ Educational Census, released every year and public available.
➔ For each student of the country: which school they were studying in that year, in which grade they were, and the school type (private or public), among other.
➔ Huge dataset; just for São Paulo state we have 10,581,500 students and 28,718 schools, as of 2014. The actual number is larger as we used data from census since 2012 until 2014, in the order of 10,000,000 rows each.
What?
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Why?

Actions

- Analyze
  - Consume
  - Discover
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- Derive

Search
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Targets
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Encode
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Manipulate
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Implementation
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- ...
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- Front-end gets the rendered HTML and binds it to the desired div
- Processed by the function binded to the requested URL
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Demo

https://youtu.be/aYiPELe2sZs
Limitations and Critiques

Overview panel

- Prioritized ranking and details per grades as tasks demanded. Trade-off years-grades, as we just had 3 years of data, we opted to not show progression among years.
- Interface familiar to users is probably going to be easy to understand to a non-computer savvy public.
- However, shows only small slices of data and do not offer a good way to compare migration among years or to identify patterns.
- More elaborated overview visualizations can be developed to explore further the potential of this dataset
  - regarding the identification of migration patterns among years
  - clustering schools into groups based on similar flow patterns
Future Work

Migration among years [3]

Clusters of schools [4]
Lessons learned

➔ Data cleaning and wrangling: time consuming, should plan for that.
➔ Processing times: can be very long when dealing with large data; try to test with samples first.
➔ Try to see beyond users demands and do not be attached to visualizations they are used to; prioritizing rankings and grades in the overview panel did not get all the potential this dataset had.
➔ Test early, before coding: Hard to predict all needed interactions in conceptual design and when drawing the mockups. Also hard to predict how well the visualization is going to meet users needs. Test before committing with coding effort.
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Thank you!
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